Energy dynamics calculations in a 3D fluid simulation of drift wave turbulence in the linear Large Plasma Device (LAPD) [W. Gekelman et al., Rev. Sci. Inst. 62, 2875 (1991] illuminate processes that drive and dissipate the turbulence. These calculations reveal that a nonlinear instability dominates the injection of energy into the turbulence by overtaking the linear drift wave instability that dominates when fluctuations about the equilibrium are small. The nonlinear instability drives flute-like (k = 0) density fluctuations using free energy from the background density gradient.
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Through nonlinear axial wavenumber transfer to k = 0 fluctuations, the nonlinear instability accesses the adiabatic response, which provides the requisite energy transfer channel from density to potential fluctuations as well as the phase shift that causes instability. The turbulence characteristics in the simulations agree remarkably well with experiment. When the nonlinear instability is artificially removed from the system through suppressing k = 0 modes, the turbulence develops a coherent frequency spectrum which is inconsistent with experimental data. This indicates the importance of the nonlinear instability in producing experimentally consistent turbulence.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is common practice to study a system's linear stability properties to gain insight into turbulent dynamics. It is often easier to calculate and analyze linear modes and growth rates than to simulate and analyze nonlinear turbulence. However, there are several situations in which linear properties can be misleading in understanding turbulent systems. First, linear studies of magnetically confined plasmas that neglect stable branches of the linear dispersion relation often miss details of nonlinear dynamics. For example, stable eigenmodes can often impact nonlinear dynamics by providing energy sinks and sometimes energy sources not found on the most unstable linear branch [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Stable eigenmodes can shift the energy injection and dissipation ranges, making the turbulent dynamics very different from the Kolmogorov picture of hydrodynamic turbulence 11 . Second, systems with non-normal modes (non-orthogonal eigenvectors) display properties that are unexpected from linear calculations 12 . In fact, systems with non-normal modes even make it difficult to predict dynamics when stable eigenmode branches are included in analyses 8 . Third, linear stability analysis can miss crucial nonlinear instability effects, which come in several varieties.
The most obvious variety of a nonlinear instability effect is that of subcritical turbulence in which no linear instabilities exist but turbulence is self-sustained given finite-amplitude seed perturbations. Subcritical turbulence is common in hydrodynamics 13 . While not as well-known in plasma physics, several cases of subcritical plasma instabilities have been shown in the literature [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The second variety of nonlinear instability includes cases in which a particular linear instability is present in a system, but the turbulence is maintained by a nonlinear instability mechanism with different physical origin than the linear instability mechanism. This has been explored in tokamak edge simulations in which linear ballooning instability drive is overtaken in the saturated phase by a nonlinear drift-wave drive [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Finally, it is often found that a particular linear instability is enhanced, depressed, and/or modified in the saturated phase by a nonlinear instability with a similar mechanism as the linear instability. In some of these cases nonlinear wavenumber transfers can increase or cause drive 26, 27 , while in other cases zonal flow effects decrease drive 28, 29 .
In order to avoid the pitfalls of relying too heavily on linear stability calculations in forming conclusions on turbulence characteristics, it is useful to perform turbulent simulations and diagnose them with energy dynamics analyses. Energy dynamics analyses track energy input into turbulent fluctuations and energy dissipation out of them. They also track conservative energy transfer between different energy types (e.g. from potential to kinetic energy) and between different scales, waves, or eigenmodes of a system. In all, energy dynamics analysis can be used as a post-processing tool to characterize simulation turbulence in order to gain insight into underlying physical processes.
In this study, a simulation of a two-fluid Braginskii model of turbulence in the Large Plasma Device (LAPD) is subjected to such an energy dynamics analysis. This reveals that a nonlinear instability drives and maintains the turbulence in the steady state saturated phase of the simulation. While a linear resistive drift wave instability resides in the system, the nonlinear drift wave instability dominates when the mean fluctuation amplitude is over a few percent of the equilibrium value. The primary linear instability is the resistive drift wave which has a positive linear growth rate for low but finite k . However, the saturated state of the simulated turbulence is strongly dominated by flute-like (k = 0) fluctuations in density and potential. The flute-like fluctuation spectrum is generated by a nonlinear instability.
The nonlinear instability is identified by its energy growth rate spectrum, which varies significantly from the linear growth rate spectrum. If k = 0 fluctuations are removed from the simulation (while retaining zonal flows), the saturated turbulent state is qualitatively and quantitatively different and much less consistent with experimental measurement.
II. THE DRIFT WAVE MODEL
A Braginskii-based fluid model 30 is used to simulate drift wave turbulence in LAPD using the BOUT++ code 31 . The evolved variables in the model are the plasma density, N, the electron fluid parallel velocity v e , the potential vorticity ̟ ≡ ∇ ⊥ · (N 0 ∇ ⊥ φ), and the electron temperature T e . The ions are assumed cold in the model (T i = 0), which eliminates ion temperature gradient drive, and sound wave effects are neglected. Details of the simulation code and derivations of the model may be found in previous LAPD verification and validation studies [32] [33] [34] [35] , although electron temperature fluctuations were not included in those studies.
The equations are developed with Bohm normalizations: lengths are normalized to the ion sound gyroradius ρ s , times to the ion cyclotron time ω
ci , velocities to the sound speed c s , densities to the equilibrium peak density, and electron temperatures and potentials to the equilibrium peak electron temperature. These normalizations are constants (not functions of radius) and are calculated from these reference values: the magnetic field is 1 kG, the ion unit mass is 4, the peak density is 2.86 × 10 12 cm −3 , and the peak electron temperature is 6 eV. The equations are:
In these equations, µ N , µ T , and µ φ are artificial diffusion and viscosity coefficients used for subgrid dissipation. They are large enough to allow saturation and grid convergence 35 , but small enough to allow for turbulence to develop. In the simulations, they are all given the same value of 1.25 × 10 −3 in Bohm-normalized units. This is the only free parameter in the simulations. All other parameters such as the electron collisionality ν e , ion-neutral collisionality ν in , parallel electron thermal conductivity κ e , and mass ratio Some basic statistical properties of the density fluctuations of the simulation are shown in Fig. 2 and are compared to the corresponding results from the experiment on which this simulation is based. The simulation reproduces these characteristics of experimental measurements with rather good qualitative and quantitative accuracy.
III. ENERGETICS MACHINERY
In order to perform an energy dynamics analysis on the simulation, expressions for the energy and energy evolution must be derived from Eqs. 1-4. To start, an expression for the normalized energy of the wave fluctuations in the drift wave model is defined as:
The N 2 contribution is the potential energy due to density fluctuations, 
2 is the E × B perpendicular kinetic energy. These energy-like expressions are defined in this way so that they are conserved individually by their respective advective nonlinearities. While the physical energy contains extra factors of N 0 and T e0 , the physical energy does not preserve the property of conservative nonlinearities of Eqs. 1-4 and therefore produces a more complicated analysis. Analyzing an energy-like expression such as that in Eq. 5, however, can be just as illuminating, and in this case simpler, than analyzing the physical energy. The expression in Eq. 5 will henceforth be referred to simply as the energy.
Furthermore, it is often most instructive to analyze the spectrally decomposed energy dynamics. To do this, each fluid field (N, T e , v e , φ) at a given time is Fourier decomposed as
, where the subscript k represents the spectral wavenumbers, (m, n). m is the azimuthal wavenumber while n is the axial integer wavenumber such that
Note that the radial direction is not spectrally decomposed because the radial dependence of the profiles and differential operators complicates the analysis. With this, the energy of each Fourier k = (m, n) mode is
where the brackets represent the radial integral:
rdr. The energy evolution for each
Fourier mode of each field has the form:
The index j stands for each field, (n, t, v, φ), and the sum over j gives the total energy evolution. Note that with the conventions used, the symbol n denotes both the axial mode number as well as the Fourier coefficient of the density fluctuation. The differences should be clear in context. The derivation of Eq. 7 is given in the Appendix along with the full expressions for each of the parts. T j ( k, k ′ ) is the nonlinear energy transfer function that comes from the advective nonlinearities. It describes the nonlinear energy transfer rate of
indicates that fluctuations at wavenumber k gain energy from gradient fluctuations at wavenumber k ′ and flow fluctuations at wavenumber k − k ′ . When summed over k ′ as in Eq. 7, the result is the total nonlinear energy transfer into mode k.
Note that k, k ′ T j ( k, k ′ ) = 0 because the nonlinearities conserve energy individually in each of Eqs. 1-4. This is easily proven by the following identity:
which holds when boundary conditions are periodic or zero value as they are in the simulation. The fact that the advective nonlinearities conserve energy means that they 
, which is most clearly seen upon conjugation of C v ( k) inside the real part operator. This is the reason why these terms are called transfer channels. They represent the transfer between the different types of energy of the different fields (N, φ, T e ↔ v e ), but taken together, they do not create or dissipate total energy from the system. The only energy field transfer in this system occurs through the parallel electron velocity (parallel current) dynamics. There is no direct transfer between the state variables N, φ, and T e . Altogether, the coupling through the parallel current is called the adiabatic response. It is an essential part of both the linear and nonlinear drift wave mechanisms 23, 25 . The adiabatic response moves energy from the pressure fluctuations to the perpendicular flow through the parallel current.
Finally, the Q j ( k) terms represent the nonconservative energy sources. They are rewritten here: 
meaning that there is no net energy entering the system directly through the parallel velocity as expected. The energy expression used here is therefore a good proxy for the physical energy with the added benefit that the expression used here conserves the nonlinearities.
IV. NONLINEAR ENERGY DYNAMICS
A. Energy Spectra Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the total energy of the fluctuations. The simulation starts with a random initial perturbation, and the fluctuations grow exponentially due to the linear drift wave instability until the energy level reaches about 0.01, where the energy is fairly equally divided between n = 0 and n = ±1 modes. Then, the nonlinear instability takes over and the fluctuation energy continues to grow until reaching saturation. All analysis shown below is done by time averaging over the saturated (turbulent) stage. The turbulent spectral energy, defined in Eq. 6 is shown in Fig. 4 . The energy is broken up into its different types (e.g. perpendicular kinetic energy: E φ ). There are a few clear nonlinear properties seen in these figures. The first is that the energy is located in different spectral regions for the different energy types. This has to be a nonlinear effect because the linear eigenmodes are Fourier modes in the azimuthal and axial directions and all fields grow at the same rate for an eigenmode. Another property unexpected from linear stability analysis is that most of the potential and perpendicular kinetic energy (E n , E t , and E φ ) is contained in n = 0 (k = 0) structures, which are often called flute modes. Previous studies pointed out this flute mode dominance in LAPD simulations 34, 37 . The study by Rogers et al. 37 , however, used a momentum source that produced a large radial electric field, possibly leading to a dominating Kelvin-Helmoltz instability at k = 0. Such a feature is unexpected in this study because there is no n = 0 linear instability present in the system, which is confirmed by eigenvalue calculations 32 . The only linear instability of the system is the linear resistive drift wave instability, which requires finite n to provide the phase shift and state variable coupling to drive the waves unstable. Perhaps equally unexpected is the complete lack of parallel kinetic energy in the n = 0 range. The E v spectrum looks like a traditional linear drift wave spectrum, but does not match the other fields, which is atypical of linear drift waves.
B. Description and Evidence for the Nonlinear Instability
The flute mode dominance has to be a nonlinear effect because linear drift waves require finite n. However, the cause of the flute dominance is not simple cascade dynamics, a secondary instability, nor a flow-driven flute-like instability such as Kelvin-Helmholtz or interchange. Rather, the cause is a primary nonlinear instability as has been reported in previous simulations of plasma edge turbulence 16, 26 . This nonlinear instability is a multi-step process that is outlined in Fig. 5 . In the first step, n = 0 density and potential fluctuations nonconservatively draw energy from the equilibrium density gradient as prescribed by Q n (m, n = 0) defined in Eq. 13, and feed this energy into the n = 0 density fluctuations only.
The nonconservative linear terms, after all, can only inject, dissipate, or transfer energy at one wavenumber at a time, so it takes n = 0 fluctuations to nonconservatively inject energy In the second step of the diagram, these n = 0 density fluctuations conservatively transfer energy to n = 0 density fluctuations by the nonlinear T n ( k, k ′ ) transfer process. The third step involves the transfer at finite n from the density fluctuations to the potential fluctuations by way of the parallel current in the adiabatic response. The C j ( k) terms describe this adiabatic response. Fourth and finally, the T φ ( k, k ′ ) interaction conservatively transfers energy from n = 0 to n = 0 potential φ fluctuations in inverse fashion, providing the necessary potential flute structures for the first step.
The evidence for the dominance of this mechanism is best shown with help from the energy dynamics machinery derived in section III. Figure 6 summarizes the effects of the 
The density and temperature sources are neglected in a) and b) respectively. They only contribute at m = 0.
nonconservative linear terms, which are fully responsible for injecting energy into the fluctuations. Figure 6(a) shows the E n dynamics separated into different parallel wavenumbers and plotted against the azimuthal wavenumber m. Clearly, most of the energy is injected into n = 0 density structures, while only a small amount of energy is injected into n = ±1 structures despite the fact that the linear instability is active only at n = 0. The large positive Q n + D n (injection plus dissipation) at n = 0 provides evidence for the first step of the diagram in Fig. 5 . Note however that the dissipation from the source, which acts entirely at m = 0, is neglected in this figure because it is so large (about 5 × 10 −5 ) that it would compress the other lines too much. Modes with |n| ≥ 2, on the other hand, play a negligible role in density injection, dissipation, and transfer. Furthermore, all of the net energy injected into the density fluctuations (Q n + D n ) is transferred out (C n ) to the parallel current (electron velocity), which only occurs at finite n, almost entirely at n = ±1. The net change of E n , which is the sum Q n + D n + C n over all m and n is approximately zero because this analysis is averaged over the steady state turbulence, although this is not so evident in Fig. 6a without the source dissipation. The necessary balance implies, as will be proven later, that the nonlinearities transfer energy from n = 0 to n = ±1 modes, where that energy can then be transferred to the parallel current. inject energy into the fluctuations, but unlike in the density case, n = ±1 modes dissipate more energy than they inject. Moreover, the small value of C t reveals that the temperature fluctuations inject only a small amount of energy into the parallel current compared to the density fluctuations. Despite the fact that the equilibrium temperature gradient is nearly as steep as the density gradient at its steepest point, its free energy is not used efficiently by the waves in the sense that it is largely dissipated before being transferred to the electrostatic potential. The reason for the difference between the density and temperature responses is the extra dissipation routes for the temperature fluctuations, namely, the parallel heat conduction and electron-ion heat exchange. One should therefore be careful in assuming that adding free energy sources to an analysis will automatically increase instability drive.
The same type of result was seen in a study of tokamak edge turbulence 22 , although there, the temperature fluctuations were even more dissipative than in this study in that they actually drew energy from the parallel current.
Next, Fig. 6(c) illustrates the perpendicular kinetic energy dynamics provided by the electrostatic potential φ. Since there is no free energy source for the potential (Q φ = 0), the potential fluctuations derive their energy from the parallel current through the C φ transfer channel, which is positive everywhere and only finite for finite n. Otherwise, ion-neutral collisions and viscosity dissipate energy from the potential fluctuations as shown by the D φ curves. An interesting detail seen in this figure is that modes with |n| > 1 actually contribute to the transfer channel and dissipation, whereas these modes are negligible for the other fields.
The last piece, the parallel dynamics, also called the adiabatic response, is displayed in Fig. 6(d) . The primary effect of the adiabatic response is to take energy from the density fluctuations and transfer it to the potential fluctuations, which only occurs at finite parallel wavenumber. This effect corresponds to the third step in Fig. 5 . Moreover, resistivity dissipates a substantial portion of this parallel kinetic energy and, although not evident from this figure, provides the primary phase shift mechanism between the density and potential that allows for instability. The temperature fluctuations also provide energy to the potential fluctuations through this response (−C t ), although it is much weaker than the density fluctuation route. 
C. The Global Energy Injection and Dissipation Picture
The details of the energy dynamics given above are important but can obscure the most significant results. Specifically, Fig. 6 contains a lot of details that can be contracted by summing over the different energy types. Figure 8 does this, showing the total spectral nonconservative energy dynamics. Figure 8(a) , which is a plot of the nonconservative rate of change of the total energy, in wavenumber space of where the total energy is injected into the system and where it is dissipated. Namely, energy injection occurs on average at (n = 0, 3 < m < 45), while it is dissipated everywhere else including at n = ±1 for all m. It is obvious that the nonlinear wavenumber transfers must take energy from the injection region to the dissipation region on average, and that is consistent with what was shown in Fig. 7 . This further reveals a picture
quite different than what one would expect from the standard picture of plasma turbulence in which energy is injected where the linear growth rate is positive and dissipated where it is negative. The picture here is quite the opposite -energy is injected where there is no linear instability and dissipated in part where there is one. To clarify this point, the linear growth rate γ L ( k) versus turbulent growth rate γ T ( k) spectra are shown in Fig. 8(b) . The growth rates are calculated using:
The turbulent growth rate spectrum, simply means that Eq. 17 is calculated using the Although the nonlinear flute mode dynamics present a clear case of nonlinear instability, the n = 0 ↔ n = 0 energy path is not a necessary feature of nonlinear drift wave instabilities, which is clear in tokamak studies of drift wave turbulence [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Furthermore, the periodic axial boundary conditions used in the LAPD turbulence simulation are obviously unphysical, and more realistic boundary conditions may change the parallel dynamics disallowing an exact n = 0 ↔ n = 0 path.
In essence, it is interesting to test the robustness of nonlinear instability in this system.
In particular, how important are the idealized flute modes to the nonlinear instability?
They are after all, not essential to the otherwise similar nonlinear drift-like instabilities in the tokamak edge simulations [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Now, there are a few ways to eliminate the flute modes in the simulation such as eliminating one of the nonlinearities that is essential to the nonlinear instability process described in Fig. 5 . However, simply subtracting out the n = 0 components of the density and potential at each simulation time step retains more of the physics that may be essential to cause nonlinear instability. The energy dynamics of such a simulation, which are succinctly summarized by the growth rate spectrum, are shown in in the frequency spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 10 compared with the experimental spectra and the spectra of the standard nonlinear-instability-dominated simulation. While the standard simulation with the n = 0 modes retained compares well with experimental data, the spectrum of the simulation with n = 0 modes removed does not. It is not broadband, having a large peak, which is inconsistent with experimental spectrum. Apparently the n = 0 modes and the nonlinear instability are important for reproducing experimentally relevant turbulence. A more direct test with realistic axial boundary conditions is left for a future study.
VI. CONCLUSION
In contrast to experiments, simulations provide vast quantities of spatial information, and can therefore be useful in illuminating physical processes responsible for driving and Understanding nonlinear instabilities is important because they can invalidate the use of quasilinear flux estimates and linear mixing length arguments of turbulent transport levels when linear instabilities are insignificant in the turbulent state. Simple rules for when nonlinear instabilities will act or overtake linear ones are needed, and one attempt at such a rule has been made elsewhere for drift wave turbulence 25 . That rule states that nonlinear instabilities will overtake linear instabilities when γ L < ω * , which is true for the parameters used in this study. However, more study of this rule and others is warranted, and will be important as long as linear calculations are used to inform predictions of turbulence.
Nevertheless, full nonlinear simulations and energy dynamics analyses are most informative and should be used to obtain details of plasma turbulence mechanisms. 
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Recall that the subscript k is short for (m, n) as the decomposition is a 2D Fourier decomposition in the azimuthal and axial directions, making the sum over k truly a double sum over m and n. Furthermore, positive and negative m and n are included in the sums to ensure reality of N, which also requires that n − k = n * k . Similar decompositions are used for v e and φ. The density source is azimuthally symmetric, so it is decomposed as:
S N (r, z, t) = kz S N kz (r, t)e ikzz .
Substituting this decomposition into Eq. 1 gives: 
